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Introduction 

 
Welcome to our first STOP Think! Cascade Briefing of 
2020.  I would like to take this opportunity to wish you 
all a Happy New Year!  I hope many of you 
managed to have a relaxing and enjoyable break 
with your family and friends over the festive period. 
 

I would like to extend a special thanks to everyone 
who was out working for us over Christmas.  We had 
much work taking place, some of it rather 
unexpected, dealing with another emergency 
embankment stabilisation to get the trains running 
before the return to work.  I am particularly delighted 
that it was all completed without any injuries; 
ensuring that everyone was able to return home 
safely to their families after working on our Christmas 
projects. 
 
A Different Side of Health 
 
You might expect me to start the New Year message 
with a health related message that draws on the 
indulgences of Christmas and the New Year 

resolutions of increased exercise and improvements 
in our eating habits.  Well actually, I wanted to start a 
focus in the New Year on a different side of health…  
 
I have felt for quite some time that in our valiant 
efforts to improve the wellbeing of our teams, with 
particular focus on important topics such as mental 
health; that we have in some ways almost stopped 
talking about the other hugely important health 
topics that are still killing thousands of our people 
every year. 
 
The statistics on work-related illnesses are quite 
startling.  According to the HSE there are still 12,000 
lung disease deaths in the UK each year that are 

estimated to be linked to past exposures at work.  In 
2018/19 there were a staggering 1.4 million workers 
suffering from work-related ill health in the UK. 

It is estimated that there were 21,000 workers with 
work-related hearing problems from 2016 to 2019.  I 
could go on but I think the message is clear. 
 
We need to Stop Whispering about Health 

 
I recently attended a conference and the speaker 
made the point that we continue to shout about 
safety but whisper about health. 
 
Clearly, the effort that we put into improving the 
safety of our people remains essential.  But it is a very 
valid point that we are not spending the same 
amount of time on addressing the area of 
occupational hygiene, even though the statistics tell 
us that this is an area that we should absolutely be 
prioritising. 
 
Please do read the article on this on Pages 8 and 9, 
where the relationship between occupational 
hygiene, occupational health and workplace 

wellbeing are explored in more detail. 
 

 

Health is Good for Business 

We must act together now to control and manage 
health risks to prevent work-related ill health. 

 

 

Looking Ahead in 2020 
 
Whilst 2019 was our busiest ever year, 2020 is set to 
be another bumper year as we support our 
customers in the delivery of their infrastructure 
projects.  I am looking forward to seeing how our 
collaborative teams will work together to deliver 
these schemes safely and provide further 
improvements in the UK’s transport network.  We 
have a great balance between Rail and Highways 
schemes over a wide geographical coverage which 
is providing great opportunities for all our teams and 
our supply chain. 
 
These achievements are only possible due to the 
strength of our people in Osborne and our wider 

supply chain, as clearly demonstrated by the 
success of our Christmas projects.  I never cease to 
be amazed by the efforts of all our teams and the 
fantastic lengths that they go to for our Business.  I 
wish you all a happy, healthy and prosperous New 
Year! 
 
John Dowsett 
Managing Director Infrastructure 
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STOP Think! Moments 

Non-Infrastructure STOP Think! Moment 
Scaffold Platform Injury 

 
Please take a minute to read; review all similar works on your projects and brief out as appropriate. 
 

 

 

Nothing is so important that it cannot be undertaken safely. 
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Learning 

Learning from: 
 

• Back to Work Briefings 
• OUR Life Saving Rules Commit, Comply and Reinforce 
• Health Risk Awareness - Treating Health like Safety 
• Social and Environmental Benefits - Community Wood Recycling 
• Updated Safer Isolation Poster 
• Preventing Slips, Trips and Falls 
• Highways Safety Hub Incursions 

 
 
 

Back to Work Briefings 
 
Welcome back!  Whether you had some time 
off or were working we hope everyone had a 
great Christmas and New Year. 
 
As each of our sites and offices return to work 
it was great to see our “Back to Work” 
Briefings taking place, re-focusing our teams 
on work after, what is for many, an extended 
period of leave. 
 
This time of year typically sees an increase in 
the number of accidents therefore it is 
important to re-evaluate the conditions and 
hazards on site and any changes that may 
have taken place over the closure period. 
 

Learning from 2019 for 2020 
 

During the winter months at the start of 2019, 
we injured 3 people. Thankfully this is less than 
the 5 people injured during the same period 
the year before but is still 3 too many.  In 2019 
injuries occurred on our Infrastructure projects 
primarily as a result of weather conditions, not 
following the methodology and poor 

housekeeping.  We asked ourselves:- 
 

1. Could a similar thing occur on this site? 
2. What do we need to change/stop to 

prevent a similar thing happening? 

 

 

 

In the same timeframe last year we also had 
6 service strikes and reflected on what is 
different at this time of year which could 
have caused a service strike increase? 

Our Vision 
 

“Through the highest level of 
safe and sustainable 

performance, we will protect 
every person impacted by our 

works, create a healthy 
workforce and ensure 

everyone goes home safely to 
their families every day.” 
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Key Learning from 2019 
As a result of a service strike, steel road pins 

and metal tipped road pins are banned from 
all Osborne projects. 

 
We also concentrated on how to look out for 
each other over the winter months, discussing 
topics such as winter driving, being fit to work, 
slips, trips and falls and mental wellbeing. 
 
 

Slips, Trips & Falls Physically and Mentally Fit to Work The Environment 

• Take extra time. 

• Be extra aware of your 
environment and 
hidden hazards. 

• Wear appropriate 

footwear. 

• Report poor lighting on 

site, in offices and 
walkways. 

• If you are unwell or fatigued 

you could put yourself and 
others in at risk. 

• Both fatigue and mental 
wellbeing issues can affect 

your concentration.  

• If you notice a change in the 
behaviour of the people you 
work with, ask them how they 

are and if they would like to 
talk about it. 

• Has the plant on site been 

stood idle for two weeks?  

• Check hoses for signs of wear. 

• Have you put spill kits back 

near the plant? 

• Are plant nappies still in the 
right place? 

• Also consider our neighbours - 
keep nearby roads clean and 
make sure lights aren’t shining 
into properties. 

 

 
 

REMEMBER!  If it is not safe – STOP WORK!  You will be supported. 

 
 
 

OUR Life Saving Rules 
Commit, Comply and Reinforce 

 
Our Lifesaving Rules are exactly what they 
say they are – life savers!  They are there to 
help us to ensure that each and every one of 
us makes it home safe every day. 
 
When people breach one of these rules, they 
may be lucky and nothing serious happens. 

However, they are putting themselves and 
their colleagues at risk and many of the 
injuries or fatalities that occur involve 
someone not following one or more of our 
Lifesaving Rules. 
 

Do you know the 10 Lifesaving Rules? 
 
PLEASE remind yourselves of their content, 
meaning and criticality to achieving 
Everyone Home Safe Every Day. 

In 2019 we had 21 injuries… 

But we also managed 344 days without injuring someone. 

What can we do to make sure it’s 365 days in 2020? 
We Can Achieve This! 
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Learning 

Please make sure that everyone who you are 
working with knows the rules within the five risk 
areas and obeys them.  Talk about the 
implication of the rules and test each other so 
that they become habit. 
 
To help you remember them, the following 
are available on the Southern Shield website:- 

 

1. A Lifesaving Rules video 
2. Lifesaving Rules posters in English, 

Romanian and Polish 
3. A Lifesaving Rules Toolbox Talk, as 

included on pages 28 - 29. 
 

To view the video on the Southern Shield 
website click the link below:- 
 

Life Saving Rules Video 
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Health Risk Awareness 
Treating Health like Safety 
 
When we say “Health and Safety” at work, 
what we are usually referring to is the safety 
of our people.  Safety is seen as something for 
both employers and employees, but health 
feels like a much more personal matter.   
 
Protecting both safety and health are in fact 
legal duties and it is very clear that we should 
be thinking more seriously about the health of 
our people as the statistics on work-related 
illnesses are staggering:- 
 

• Every year 13,000 people die from 
work related causes. 

• 99% of all work-related deaths are 
caused by work-related ill health. 

• Only 1% of all work-related deaths are 
caused by accidents, 

 
When considering the construction industry 
alone the picture is equally bleak:- 
 

• Every year 4000 people die from 

work-related ill health. 

• Every year there are 82,000 work-
related ill health cases that include 
lung diseases, cancers, stress, 
musculoskeletal disorders and hearing 
loss. 

• In 2018, the UK lost 26.7 million 

working days due to work-related ill 

heath, costing the economy over £10 

billion. 

 
The health hazards that are present in so 
many construction activities are significant 
and need to be assessed, controlled and 
managed in order to prevent ill health and 
protect our people.  But these health hazards 

such as solar radiation, diesel fumes, 
excessive noise and silica dust are not always 
as obvious as safety hazards.  Safety risks are 
often easier to manage with standard 
controls such as edge protection and 
exclusion zones, but health exposures have to 
be quantified and minimised, meaning that 
the risks are rarely completely eliminated. 
 

The Three Components of 
Workplace Health 
 
To truly protect the health of each and every 
one of our people we must understand the 
three components of workplace health. 
 

1. Occupational Hygiene 
2. Occupational Health 
3. Workplace Wellbeing 

 
All three components apply to both physical 
and mental health and must integrate and 
complement each another. 

 

Occupational Hygiene – Health 
Protection 
 

Occupational hygiene protects us from 
workplace health risks by anticipating, 
recognising, evaluating and controlling 
health hazards in the working environment.  
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Learning 

These are the risks that the workplace itself 
creates which are entirely preventable.  
Occupational hygiene uses science and 
engineering principles, in order to protect 
workers from serious and fatal illnesses 
caused by work-related activities. 
 

Occupational Health – Health 
Management 
 

Occupational Health has a clinical focus and 
concentrates on our physical and mental 
wellbeing in the workplace.  It includes things 
like health surveillance, diagnosis, treatment 
and fitness for work.  The aim of occupational 
health is to manage our health as it is today. 
 

 
 

Workplace Wellbeing – Health 
Promotion 
 

Workplace Wellbeing encourages healthy 
lifestyle choices and focusses on the 
difference you can make to your own health. 

A healthier workforce brings obvious benefits 
for both the workers and employers. 
 

 
 

 
 

Good Health is Good for Business 
 

By protecting, managing and promoting the 
health of each and every one of our people 
we will retain experienced workers for longer 
and attract health conscious younger 
workers.  But the benefits go so much wider, 
with cost savings and reputational benefits 
demonstrating a genuine commitment to 
Zero Harm – not just Zero Accidents. 
 

Let’s Shout about Health 
 

As an industry we have to act now.  We must 
develop a strategic risk based approach that 
embraces hygiene, health and wellbeing.  
Since 2017 the HSE has been increasingly 
focussed on health risks with targeted 
campaigns, inspections and prosecutions.  
Everyone will have a role to play in helping us 
to focus on controlling and managing health 
risks so that work-related ill health can be 
prevented once and for all.
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Social and Environmental 

Benefits - Community Wood 
Recycling 
 
To enhance the potential of waste recycling 
and reuse, several of our sites continue to 
engage with “Community Wood Recycling,” 
a voluntary organisation who take waste 
wood from sites at cheaper rates than having 
a skip and reuse/recycle the timber waste 
into other wood products. 
 
Their scheme is not only worthy from an 
environmental point of view – but also 
demonstrates great Corporate Social 
Responsibility as clearly seen in their recently 
published Social and Environmental Impact 

Report for 2019. 
 
Their invaluable work provides life-changing 
opportunities for disadvantaged people to 
gain the skills and confidence they need to 
get back into the workforce, saves precious 
resources and reduces carbon emissions to 
help fight climate change. 
 

 
Our partnership with “Community Wood 
Recycling” not only helps to preserve 

resources, but also provides opportunities to 
contribute to a fairer, healthier and more 

inclusive society. 
 

 
So please do consider using Community 

Wood Recycling on your sites. 
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Updated - Safer Isolation 
Procedure Poster 
 
As seen in the Southern Capital Delivery 
Safety Update 19-57 dated 18 December 
2019, the “Safer Isolation Procedure” poster 
has been updated. 
 

 
 
Every year people are killed or injured while 
working on electrical systems and the poster 
has been designed by the Southern Shield 
Electrical Safety Group outlining the correct 
way to safely isolate electrical equipment. 
 
Please destroy any previous editions of this 
poster that you may have. 
 

Please print out the updated poster from the 
Southern Shield Library and display it in 
appropriate places on your site:-  
 

Southern Shield Library - Safe Isolation 
Procedure Poster 

 
More detailed information can be found in 
the HSE’s publication Electricity at Work: Safe 
Working Practice. 
 
 

Preventing Slips, Trips and 
Falls 
 
An 80-year-old man was injured after he fell 
while walking down the stairs of a temporary 
footbridge.  CCTV footage of the incident 
revealed no obvious cause for the fall and an 
inspection before the incident showed that 
there were no issues with the bridge. 
 
Although there seemed to be no obvious 
cause for the fall it is important to remember 
that slips, trips and falls remain one of the 
most common causes of injuries on site. 
 

Always be aware of your surroundings. 
 

For a great reminder poster visit the Southern 
Shield Library here:- 
 

Southern Shield Library - Don't Slip Up Poster 
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Highways Safety Hub 

Incursions 
 
The Highways Safety Hub, as linked below, 
contains much useful information for working 
on the road network:- 
 

Highways Safety Hub 
 

 
In the section on TM Incursions, Highways 
England has included the newly launched 
“Incursions in to Roadworks Training Videos”. 
 

 
 

Vehicle incursions are one of the most 
common hazards faced by our roadworkers 
and Highways England in collaboration with 
18 highways businesses, including Osborne, 
have produced a series of 13 short films. 

These films are aimed at our designers, 
managers and traffic management 
operatives and provide guidance on how to 
design, plan and install effective control 
measures, the technology which is available, 
and how to report an incursion.  They are 
designed to be used within training, and in 
briefings at the start of shifts to help keep 
everyone on site safe from incursions and 
cover the following topics:- 
 

1. Definition of an incursion 

2. Assess the location 

3. Implement a Traffic Management 
Design 

4. Use of Airlock System 

5. Slip Road Closures 

6. Following In Incursions 

7. Informing the Motorist 

8. Site Inspections 

9. Incursions resulting from Breakdowns 
and Accidents 

10. Engaging with Members of the Public 

11. Importance of Reporting Incursions 

12. Use of Deterrents 

13. Incursions Data Monitoring 

 

 
 
Links to all the videos and further guidance 
on incursions can be found here:- 
 

Traffic Management Incursions 
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Sharing from: 
 

• Swindon Gantries Completed 12 hours Early 
• Nazeing Phase 5 Works Complete 
• Romsey Road Bridge Open to Traffic 
• M25 One Community Newsletter 
• Leading in Quality International Award 

 
 
 

Swindon Gantries 

Completed 12 hours Early 
 
Congratulations to our team working at White 
Hart Junction, Swindon for the safe and 
efficient installation of the new overhead line 
equipment (OHLE) gantries. 
 

 
 

The gantry works over the Christmas period 
were completed by our OHLE specialist SPL 
Powerlines and involved the use of 4 MEWP’s 
and 2 Doosan RRV cranes.  Works were 
completed ahead of schedule some 12 hours 
early, without incident or accident. 
 
The overhead wires are being transferred 
onto the new gantries in preparation for 
construction of the new road bridge over the 
railway that is part of a major junction 
upgrade to support the New Eastern Villages 
(NEV) Development.

 

 
 

In advance of the programme critical 
Christmas possessions, a collaborative 
planning day was held with Swindon Borough 
Council, Network Rail, WSP, Atkins and 
Highways England to unlock the programme 
challenges. 
 
Our customer commented:- 
 
 

I just wanted to say thank you for the work 

over the last few months and especially in the 

last few weeks in order that you had a well 

organised operation set up over the 

Christmas period for the OLE works in 

Swindon.  The guys worked hard to achieve 

an early completion and I appreciate the 

time out they took to be away from their 

families, regardless that this is something they 

do as part of the job.  Please pass on my 

thanks to the wider team and SPL. 
 

 

Works to complete the OHLE alterations will 
start in February, which will allow the old 
gantries to be removed to make space for 
the new precast concrete bridge. 
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Sharing 

 

. 
 

 
 

 
 

Nazeing Phase 5 Works 
Complete 
 
Congratulations to Billy Knight-Wood and our 
team at Nazeing New Road Bridge for hitting 
another major milestone in the 
comprehensive refurbishment of this structure.  
The Phase 5 works included preparations for 
the jacking of the bridge to allow 
replacement of the bearings. 
 
A Portadam was installed to reduce the 
pressure on the river wall and allow 
excavation for construction of the pad 
foundations for the jacks.  The complex 
operation presented many challenges for the 
team to overcome such as excessive ground 
water ingress and space constraints. 

Approximately 120 tonnes of spoil was 
removed using barges.  Due to the presence 
of water, to pour the foundations, part of the 
concrete had to be tremie pumped.  This 
method of placing concrete avoids the 
washout of cement from the mix when the 
pour is under water to ensure a reliable 
strength of product. 
 
The team are now setting up for Phase 6 
Bearing Replacement Works. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Well done to the Whole Team. 

For your continued focus and meticulous 
planning on this technically challenging 

scheme. 

 
A massive well done and 

thank you to all. 

For your commitment and dedication to 
ensure the safe delivery of this critical 

milestone ahead of time. 
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Romsey Road Bridge Open 
to Traffic 
 
Our team at the Romsey Road Bridge have 
achieved another key milestone, with the 
traffic being safely switched onto the new 
single span structure. 
 

 
 
With completion of all the utility diversions 
and traffic now crossing the new structure, 
the drainage and kerbing works are now 
being completed on the east side of the new 
bridge approaches. 
 
The team are also preparing the remaining 
east half of the original bridge for demolition 
at the end of this month, which will require 
the third and final closure of the M27 
motorway below. 
 
During the road closure weekend, the final 
surfacing works will also take place on the 
new Romsey Road Bridge. 
 

 

M25 One Community 

Newsletter 
 

 
 

At the end of last year it was great to see the 
first edition of the new “M25 One Community 
Newsletter.”  Their Newsletter showcases 
projects and shares stories of successes, best 
practice, and initiatives from across the M25 
Community. 
 
The One Community comprises six main 
supply chain partners - Jackson Civil 
Engineering, Osborne, Tarmac, Skanska, 
R&W, Connect Plus Services, and their wider 
supply chains, who work in partnership with 
Connect Plus to collectively develop and 
share like-minded values, behaviours and 
initiatives.  Together they focus on promoting 
and encouraging a culture that enhances 
the health, safety and wellbeing of all those 
within our M25 Community. 
 
Within this first edition our team were proud to 
share two articles on our Gade Valley Project, 
including their successful trial of an innovative 
paint removal technique called “Sponge-Jet 
Blasting” 
 

New Sponge-Jet Blasting Technique 
Solves Dust Problem at Gade Valley 
 
Sponge-Jet Blasting has helped to 
dramatically reduce dust, lower costs and 
improve safety and downtime on the project.  
This method uses a porous urethane sponge 
material impregnated with an abrasive.  
When the sponge strikes the surface it flattens 
out to expose the abrasive which then cuts 
into the coating and substrate. 

 
Congratulations All. 

For your safe and considerate delivery of 
this complex and high profile scheme 

that has required comprehensive 
management of numerous stakeholders 

throughout. 
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As the sponge rebounds, suction is created 
which helps to entrap dust and dramatically 
reduce airborne particles. 
 

 
 
The material is then fed through a recycler 
which cleans the sponge for reuse, meaning 
that around 95% of the material can be 
reused. 
 

• Using this technique for paint removal 
allows other trades to be working in 
closer proximity therefore providing 
programme benefits. 

• Vacuum recovery of the sponge 
means that it is quicker and less labour 
intensive than traditional grit blasting. 
This also reduces issues around manual 
handling. 

• Containment requirements are far less 
onerous and can therefore be installed 
more quickly than for traditional 
blasting because of the reduced dust 
and lower operating pressures. 

• Decreased dust levels also help to 
lower workforce exposure and 
improve visibility in the confined 
space. 

 
If you would like to receive the full Newsletter, 

please contact a member of our M25 
Connect Plus team. 

 

 

 
 

Leading in Quality 
International Award 
 

 
 

Our Group Performance Improvement 
Manager, Angelique Macrez has won Quality 
Professional of the Year at the CQI 
International Quality Awards for 2019. 
 
Angelique is working with teams across our 
business to improve quality by simplifying 
processes and creating novel visual solutions. 
 
The judges were particularly impressed by the 
time Angelique devotes to visiting our actual 
processes across our sites, her understanding 
of our work and her continual appetite for 
asking questions and learning. 
 

A fantastic achievement, congratulations 
Angelique! 

 

 
Thank You M25 One Community. 

For sharing this informative Newsletter to 
help us create a learning culture for the 

benefit of all. 
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Health & Wellbeing 
 

• Health and Wellbeing Calendar 2020 
• Dry January 
• Health Benefits of Going Dry 
• Alcohol and Calories 
• Beating the “Winter Blues” 

 
 
 

Health and Wellbeing 

Calendar 2020 

 
As part of our ongoing commitment to the 
health and wellbeing of our people, the 
Health & Wellbeing Team have updated the 
interactive calendar for 2020. 
 

 
 
Each month provides information on specific 
health and wellbeing topics including 
Toolbox Talks, useful websites, videos and 
posters. 
 
For 2020, the “Facts and Stats” Section has 
been updated with eye-opening statistics 
that will really get you thinking. 
 
The Health and Wellbeing Calendar for 2020 
is available via the homepage of iGO, or can 
be accessed from the link:- 
 

Health and Wellbeing Calendar 2020 

 

If you have any thoughts or suggestions that 
could be shared in the calendar please 
contact a member of the Health & Wellbeing 
Team at:- 
 

HealthandWellbeing@osborne.co.uk 
 
 
 

Dry January 

 

 
 
After a festive break with family and friends 
we encourage you all to start 2020 by giving 
your body a well-earned break from alcohol. 
 
“Dry January” is brought to us by Alcohol 
Change UK.  Every hour, someone dies as a 
result of alcohol.  Alcohol Change UK are 
working to reduce the harm drinking causes. 
 
They are not an anti-alcohol charity, but are 
looking for alcohol change; for a future in 
which people drink as a conscious choice, 
not a default; where the issues which lead to 
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alcohol problems such as poverty, mental 
health issues and homelessness are 
addressed; where those of us who drink too 
much, and our loved ones, have access to 
high-quality support whenever we need it, 
without shame or stigma. 
 

 
 

 
Alcohol is linked to more than 

60 medical conditions 
including liver diseases, heart disease, some 

cancers and depression. 
 

Alcohol is estimated to cost the NHS 

£3.5 billion annually. 

 

Health Benefits of Going Dry 

 

 
 

Giving up alcohol for 31 days can promote 
great health improvements and reduce the 
risk of serious health problems such as strokes, 
heart and liver disease.  It can lower blood 
pressure, reduce diabetes risk, lower 
cholesterol and reduce levels of cancer-
related proteins in the blood.  Dry January 
helps people to drink more healthily year-
round and shows us that we don’t need 
alcohol to relax and have fun.  For more 
information visit:- 
 

Alcohol Change - Dry January 
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Health & Wellbeing 
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Health & Wellbeing 

Beating the “Winter Blues” 

 
Lots of people get depressed in winter, or 
suffer from "the winter blues".  The medical 
name for this winter depression is Seasonal 
Affective Disorder (SAD). 
 

 
 
Millions of us say we've suffered a winter-
related low mood – and there is sound 
scientific evidence to support the idea that 
the season can affect our moods. 
 
In our bodies, light helps to stop the 
production of the sleep hormone melatonin, 
making us wake up.  It is thought that SAD 
sufferers are affected by shorter daylight 
hours in the winter.  They produce higher 
levels of melatonin, causing lethargy and 
symptoms of depression. 
 

So if the short, dark days are getting 

you down, what can you do to feel 

like yourself again? 
 

Get More Light 
 
Try to get as much natural sunlight as 
possible.  A lunchtime walk can be extremely 
beneficial.  Make your work and home 
environments as light and airy as possible and 
sit near windows when you're indoors. 

Eat yourself Happier 
 
Winter blues can make you crave sugary 
foods and carbohydrates such as chocolate, 
pasta and bread, but don’t forget to include 
plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables in your 
diet. 
 

Be Active 
 
There is convincing evidence that 30 minutes 
of vigorous exercise three times a week is 
effective against depression and that even 
lighter exercise has a beneficial effect.  
Outdoor exercise has double the benefit 
because you’ll gain natural daylight. 
 

Talk about being SAD 
 
Talk to your family and friends about SAD, so 
they understand how your mood changes 
during the winter.  This can help them to 
support you more effectively. 
 

 
 
For more information visit the NHS website:- 
 

NHS Seasonal Affective Disorder 
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What Good Looks Like 

Piling Method Redesign Success 
Ickenham Station Step Free Access 

 
The London Underground Accessibility 
Programme will deliver at least 22 new 
step-free stations by spring 2024, to make 
38% of the Underground Step Free.  The 
Programme aims to deliver the first 15 
stations by spring 2020 and our teams are 
safely and efficiently progressing the Lot 1 
Stations.  The scheme at Ickenham Station 
includes the installation of a new walkway 
from the ticket hall leading to two new lift 
towers serving each platform. 
 

When is an issue no longer an issue? When it's resolved within 24 hours... 
 

Our team working at Ickenham have been 
complimented by our customer for their 24 
hour resolution of an unforeseen ground 
condition that required the piling 
methodology to be changed. 
 
When our team struck ground water on a 
Thursday afternoon, by the end of the day 
a different methodology for the piling had 
been proposed.  The very next morning this 
was passed to the geotechnical team for 
approval and the different pieces of kit 
organised.  These were on site and in use 
by lunch time and less than 24 hours after 
the problem had arisen the team were 
piling again. 
 

Our London Underground Project Manager commented; 
 

 

“Last time I was aware of an issue like this occurring, it took a couple of weeks to resolve.  This was 

a less than 24hour turn around between ourselves and Osborne between issue discovery, 

resolution and agreement to works continuing.  I think this performance from everyone involved 

demonstrates the spirit of collaboration, trust and shared ownership of problems…” 
 

 

 

Congratulations Team Ickenham! 

This sort of turnaround is quite unprecedented in London Underground and demonstrates how far 
our relationship has developed.   
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What Good Looks Like 

Epsom Emergency Embankment Response 
Stabilisation Works to get Trains Running 

 
Enormous congratulations to our 
One Team Wessex, including our 
supply chain for safely and 
successfully completing 
embankment stabilisation works to 
allow the Epsom to London line to 
be reopened in time for the main 
return to work commuter rush on 
January 6th. 
 
Having only just completed works 
to stabilise an embankment at 
Ashmead, just before Christmas 
our emergency response team 
were called out to another failed 
embankment, this time at Epsom.  With the track collapsed between Epsom and Ewell West 
Stations, train services into Waterloo were suspended and our team began working around the 
clock to get passengers back to work by the end of the festive break. 
 
This was a particularly difficult site to gain access to and our team have literally had to take over 
the end of residents’ back gardens, demolishing garden buildings to allow a haul road to be built 
to the required area.  To allow works to begin, track monitoring was installed and access 
staircases formed.  The existing toe ditch was piped and in-filled to allow a haul road and piling 
mat to be formed.  A man-safe system was installed at the crest of the embankment. 
 

The affected section 
of track and ETE and 
HV supplies were 
removed and 13 
metre long sheet piles 
installed at the 
intervention on the 
upside of the 
embankment.   
 
Hence the failure 
zone of the existing 
embankment was 
removed and 
reinstated with 4000 
tonnes of granular fill. 
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What Good Looks Like 

 
 

 

A huge amount of design and site work has been completed in just 3 weeks, with many people 
sacrificing their festive plans to ensure that passengers could once again continue their journeys at 
the soonest opportunity. 
 

 

Congratulations and Thank You Team Epsom 

With particular praise to Jaswinder Rupra, Steve Early and Derek Rapson for their unwavering 
commitment in professionally delivering another earthworks emergency project. 

Thank you all for giving up your Christmas and New Year holidays with very little notice to ensure 
that we could get passengers moving as quickly as possible.  We are hugely grateful to you all for 

your dedication and for putting passengers first. 
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What Good Feels Like 

Our Teams doing Great Things for Others 
It’s in our DNA 

 

Generous Donations spread Christmas Cheer 

Our teams at our A46 project and Innovaré recently collected items for the local Coventry 
Foodbank.  The donation was gratefully received by the staff at the centre, most of whom are 
volunteers.  The centre is a large warehouse facility and from here the food donations are split up 
and delivered across 17 different locations around the city and surrounding area. 

 

Thank you to all who joined in our Christmas Jumper Days.  At Romsey our team celebrated their 
Christmas Jumper day by bringing in donations for the local food bank. 

 

Our One Team Wessex raised just over £200 in support of their chosen charity “Save the Children”.  
The team in Reigate held their Christmas Jumper Competition, bake sale and shopping event to 
raise £227 for the YMCA East Surrey. 

Thank You All for your kind Donations! 

Such gestures make an enormous difference to someone less fortunate – so what better 
gift to give at Christmas. 
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Safety Statistics 

SHE Performance Summary – December 2019 
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Safety Statistics 

Improvement Opportunities 
 

December IO Statistics 
 

During the month of December the level of 
engagement with the IO System was 
reduced due to the festive break but this is 
expected to go up again this month as 
working hours return to normal and our teams 
undergo their Back to Work Briefings.   
 
Top Projects in December 
 

• LUL Step Free Access  38 
• Ashmead Embankment  37 
• White Hart Lane Level Crossing 29 
• Feltham Combined Scheme 28 
• Epsom Embankment  25 

 
Top IO Originators in December 
 

• Jon Blackman   32 
• Derek Rapson    30 
• James Devoir    15 
• Sean Hebden   14 
• Nigel Howell    13 

Top Suppliers in December 
 

• Deploy UK    13 
• NW Rail    4 
• Galldris Construction  3 
• Coleman Construction  2 
• Arcadis Consulting   2 

 
Top SHE Categories in December 
 

• Access / Egress / Site Security 83 
• Site Housekeeping   33 
• Site Welfare    28 
• Personal Health   24 
• Working at Height   18 

 
Our IO Frequency Rate at 4.41 remains 
consistently above our target of 2.50 for every 
1000 hours worked.  Access, egress and site 
security continues to top our categories each 
month.  Please do continue to submit your IOs 
on doing things differently and innovations; 
helping us to embed our learning culture and 
to continuously improve.  THANK YOU! 

 

Infrastructure Improvement Opportunities 

Month Total No. IOs 
Total No. People 

Raising IOs 

October 701 190 

November 805 188 

December 418 137 

How many did your site 
submit last month? ? ? 
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Tool Box Talks 

Tool Box Talk - Help STOP the Spread of Flu 
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Tool Box Talks 

Tool Box Talk – Life Saving Rules (Page 1 of 2) 
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Tool Box Talks 

Tool Box Talk – Life Saving Rules (Page 2 of 2) 
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STOP Think! about… 
 

Key Points for January 
 

• Working Responsibly 

� Back to Work Briefings – Briefings to reverse the trend of an increase in accidents 
following the festive break, including tips to look out for each other this winter. 

� REMEMBER! If it is not safe – STOP WORK!  You will be supported. 

• Our Life Saving Rules 

� Do you know the 10 Lifesaving Rules? PLEASE remind yourselves of their content, 
meaning and criticality to achieving Everyone Home Safe Every Day. 

� Toolbox Talk – Visit Southern Shield’s Toolbox Talk or watch their video as a great 
reminder. 

• Health Risk Awareness - Treating Health like Safety 

� To truly protect the health of each and every one of our people we must understand 
and apply the three components of workplace health.  Good Health is Good for 
Business. 

o Occupational Hygiene – Protecting people from workplace health risks. 

o Occupational Health – Managing the health of workers. 

o Workplace Wellbeing – Promoting healthy lifestyle choices. 

• Incursions 

� Vehicle incursions are one of the most common hazards faced by our roadworkers.  
Please visit the suite of videos that are designed to be used within training, and in 
briefings at the start of shifts to help keep everyone on site safe from incursions. 

• Heath & Wellbeing 

� Dry January - Giving up alcohol even for a few weeks can promote great health 
improvements such as losing weight, better sleep and more energy – as well as 
saving money! 

� New! Health and Wellbeing Calendar 2020 – Available via the homepage of iGO. 

� Ways to Embrace Winter and Beat the Blues – Keep active, eat a healthy diet, try to 
get more natural daylight and talk to your family and friends about feeling SAD 
during the winter. 

� Toolbox Talk - Help STOP the Spread of Flu.  Top tips to reduce your risk of catching flu 
and to prevent it from spreading. 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
“Thinking differently… 
 

Making better decisions… 
 

Changing lives” 




